The easy way to create an individual bootable Easy Rescue Tool CD or
a bootable USB-Stick based on Microsoft Windows Vista PE

EasyPE using Information
Following informations have to be read carefully and honored
by using EasyPE also!
In order to use EasyPE you have to be user of a validly licensed
Microsoft Windows XP or Microsoft Windows Vista. Because EasyPE
uses the Microsoft Windows AIK to create the Easy Rescue Tool
System, each user of EasyPE has to have a Microsoft Windows AIK.
Each user of a validly licensed Microsoft OS can download and use
the Microsoft Windows AIK by himself free of charge. If EasyPE cannot
find any installed Microsoft Windows AIK on the user's PC, EasyPE will
download this program. With the purchase of an EasyPE package you
don't get a Microsoft Windows AIK.
Using the Microsoft Windows AIK is on the respective users own
authority. Each user of the Microsoft Windows AIK has to respect the
license conditions of the Microsoft Windows AIK and also has to take
charge of compliance these license conditions.
Each EasyPE user using EasyPE and the resulting Easy Rescue Tool
System and it's content in what version status ever is independently
and solely responsible to accept and follow the respective
application manufacturer's/ supplier's license agreements.
Users of the EasyPE tool set download the respective applications or
software themselves and under their responsibility from the respective
supplier. EasyPE and it's producer and/or distributors are not providing
any licenses of any user applications, programs or software at any
time. The respective license conditions of the respective application
providers can be found at the respective websites or as part of the
respective download conditions.
Exception: The EasyPE software manufacturer/ author/ dealer is
providing licenses for software only which specifically has been
ordered and purchased by a user/buyer at such an EasyPE software
manufacturer/ author/ dealer, or for software packages/ kits offered
by an EasyPE software manufacturer/ author/ dealer which are
supplied including a licensing fee already.
In that case whereby other licensed programs would be integrated
into the Easy Rescue Tool System the user/ purchaser of these other
licensed programs would be solely responsible for licensing this
software.
To integrate any unlicensed software into the EasyPE Rescue tool
system is illegal and explicitly prohibited!
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License terms of the respective downloaded programs can be read in
the downloaded program packages or on the respective web sites.
For any breach of the respective license conditions and offense
thereof caused by the respective EasyPE user the EasyPE software
producer, EasyPE author and the EasyPE distributor are taking neither
any legal responsibility nor any adhesion.
Windows is a registered trade mark of Microsoft Corporation. Linux is a
registered trade mark by Linus Torvalds. Other mentioned trade
names could be also registered trade marks by their respective
owners. They should be considered and honored as such.
Technical changes, deviations of the illustrations and mistakes
reserved. The EasyPE manufacturer, EasyPE author and the EasyPE
distributor cannot be taken legal responsible nor can take any
adhesion for incorrect data or data loss and/or any consequences
hereof.
EasyPE is governed by the copyright laws of Germany as well as by
international copyright laws. Any unlawful use such as duplication,
processing, distribution or any form of commercialization of such
material beyond the scope of the copyright law shall require the prior
written consent of its software producer or author. Otherwise it will be
prosecuted criminally as well as civil.
The usage of EasyPE is without any obligation or warranty by the
author, software producer or distributor.
Copyright © 2008-2009 EasyPE. All rights reserved.
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